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The 52’ Thunder is a fusion of power and elegance on the water. It provides
the ideal space for a yacht enthusiast who loves to entertain. The most
innovative center console Cigarette Racing has ever built! The Thunder
features a sleek and hydrodynamic design that allows for efficient navigation
through the water. A new classic that does not compromise our premium
quality or performance. The 52’ Thunder was built for endless entertainment.
  

SPECS
MAKE: Cigarette
MODEL: 52’ Thunder
LOA: 56’ 10”
LENGTH: 52” 

BEAM: 14’ 
HEADS: 1
FUEL TYPE: Gas
FUEL CAPACITY: 825 Gal.
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Engine Details

Deck Layout

6X Mercury 500Rs

4X Mercury 600 V12s

The 52’ Thunder is dedicated to elegance on-board and unequaled comfort.
Guests may go for a swim through the dive door, grab a drink from the aft
summer kitchen or relax under the skylights beneath the hardtop.
The 52’ Thunder is the ideal center console for endless entertainment and
luxurious day boating. It is next level comfort.
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Advanced Engineering

Carbon-Fiber Hardtop

The Thunder embraces over 55 years of performance boat building ex-
perience and advanced computational fluid dynamics with the incor-
poration of Cigarette Racing’s advanced-engineered twin-step hull design
and it is uniquely handcrafted in the USA. The proprietary hull design
provides extraordinary performance, industry-leading efficiency and
unparalleled comfort.

The four-pillar hardtop was skillfully engineered to provide a lower center of
gravity in order to improve performance, yet not compromise comfort or
aesthetics. This all carbon-fiber hardtop features double curvature, a
frameless clear-laminated safety glass for wind protection, integrated flood
lights, boarding handrails, ambient lighting, and a telescopic sun shade. 
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State-of-the-Art-Helm

Digital Switching

The Thunder’s advanced helm features dual, flush-mounted, 24” Garmin
multifunction displays mounted on a nano-coated instrument panel that is
heat, reflection, and fingerprint resistant. All guests will be able to enjoy the
navigation details, and feel the all-powerful performance of the 52’ Thunder
due to the multiple Garmin displays throughout the vessel. Additionally, the
helm includes integrated cup and phone holders, stainless steel grab bars,
and a side electric sliding door. All of these combine to skillfully provide the
convenience and comfort that is synonymous with Cigarette Racing.

The meticulously designed digital system permits the owner to control almost
any function of the 52' Thunder with ease. It allows simplistic controls such as
sequentially starting all six engines with the push of a button. The Garmin
Convenience Package also distributes three additional displays throughout the
Thunder, one is always a touch of a button away.
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Seven Forward Facing Seats

A� Lounge Entertainment Area

There are seven plush forward-facing seats that rest behind the helm. The
helm and co-driver seats are shifted forward for extra visibility, while the
second-row of seating is staggered from the first row to allow second-row
passengers great forward visibility. Plus, all seating may shift up or down
with a touch of a button! Find your comfort zone and enjoy the ride.

Cigarette Racing elevates excellence to new heights! A luxury day boat, such
as the 52’ Thunder, requires an ample entertainment area. Enjoy a serene
afternoon by laying on the aft sun lounge under the telescopic sun shade for
ultimate comfort. Or indulge in a delectable meal on the hydraulic table
surrounded by your guests. It is the ultimate mix of comfort and style.
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Summer Kitchen

Advanced Materials & Processes

Grab a bite or some refreshments from the 8’ wide multi-purpose summer
kitchen. It features a full-width lid with integrated lighting, a nano-coated
anti-bacterial countertop with a plancha grill, a sink, along with an
abundance of storage.

The Thunder incorporates advanced materials and processing methods
to enhance the ride, performance and handling, while elegantly dampening
noise, vibration and harshness properties. A broad beam width,
a carbon-fiber inner lining within the hull, and an all carbon-fiber hardtop
design further improves handling. While the intelligent use of composite
materials andproprietary construction techniques improve structural
integrity for enhanced comfort in even the most compromised conditions. 
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JL Audio X Cigarette Racing

Lighting Without Limits
All RGB ambient lighting can be digitally controlled through the multi-
functional Garmin displays. It powers LED lighting throughout the deck with
infinite color variations. This technology extends seamlessly into an underwater
RGB system to create the perfect ambiance for a night out on the water.
Along with high powered LED down lights in the hardtop and red captain’s
lighting. 

For the finest marine sound systems, Cigarette relies on the leader of the
industry, JL Audio Marine. Their products meet Cigarette’s pressing demand
for audiophile quality that can withstand the rigors of the wind, sea and 
open cockpits. These sound systems are tested on each model to
ensure they are appropriate for the boat size and seating configuration in 
order to provide a pleasing Cigarette Racing experience. 

Lorem ipsum
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Cabin

The cabin is the perfect retreat from the sun, it is fully upholstered in premium
bovine leather from world-famous Italian leadership, Poltrona Frau. It includes a
full sized bed, an enclosed head, a fridge with plenty of storage space, hull side
windows with an electric privacy glass, a custom sofa, and air conditioning to
keep those hot days cool and comfortable.
 

The Cigarette World Famous Paint is essential and there are endless possi-
bilities. Create a unique Thunder that reflects your own identity.

 

Paint
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Included Options

AFT

- Lewmar Delta Anchor with Windlass System
- Hull Side Window
- Stainless Steel Cleats
- Quick Release Fender Holders
- Actuated Floor Hatches
- Dive Door
- Dual Row Seating
- Hydraulic Wind Door
- Cup Holders
- Port Side Cabin Door
- Power Raisable Platform
- Billet Ergonomic Footrest
- Ergonomic Seats
- Ergonomic Handrail
- Helm Seat Quad Fridge Drawers
- Electric Sofa Seat into Day Bed
- Cigarette Summer Kitchen with Sink & Grill
- Cabinet with Trash Bins
- Telescoping Aft Sunshade

BOW

- Motorized Backrest
- Telescopic Forward Table
- Powered Forward Table
- Cup Holders
- Storage Under Seats
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CABIN

- Cabin Windows
- Cabin Electric Privacy Glass
- Glass Skylights
- Storage Under Seats
- Refrigerator
- Custom Sofa
- Multi-Layered Bed Density Foam
- USB Charging Ports
- Outlets

HEAD

- Wet Head
- Shower Door
- Storage
- Towel Hangers

PERFORMANCE & COMFORT

- Florida Bow & Stern Thruster
- Garmin Front & Rear Facing Cameras
- POCO Lighting
- CZone Digital Switching System
- Seakeeper 9
- Dometic A/C
- Fischer Panda Diesel Generator 15kw
- Garmin Displays (three 22” displays across the helm) 
- Garmin Convenience Package (three additional 8” Garmin displays)
- Non-Skid Flooring
- Cigarette Custom Vinyl Upholstery
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Gallery
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